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ABSTRACT

Multiple-choice questions are one of the questions commonly used in assessments. It is widely used because this type of examination can be an effective and reliable way to examine the level of student’s knowledge. So far, this type of examination can either be marked by hand or with specialised answer sheets and scanning equipment. There are specialised answer sheets and scanning equipment to mark multiple-choice questions automatically. However, these are expensive, specialised and restrictive answer sheets and optical mark recognition scanners.

This research aims to design and implement a multiple-choice answer sheet and a reliable image processing-based scoring system that can score printed answer sheets and send back the scored answer sheets to students automatically. The proposed method will allow users to print the proposed answer sheet and use a normal scanner and computer to perform the scoring. Moreover, while compiling the assessment results, it will annotate the answer sheets with feedback and send back to students via email.

Firstly, the proposed system requires class list and scanned answer sheets to perform scoring. Then, the software algorithm will first locate the finder pattern points and correct the answer sheet tilt. After recognising the finder pattern points, the algorithm processes student information in an aim to match the decoded student information with the class test. After accomplishing student information recognition, based on the key answer, the algorithm scores the answer area which contains 72 answer areas and five choices in each. In the last stage of the processing, the algorithm annotates the answer sheet and store the score in a spreadsheet.

There are three major research contributions. First, a new method to change multiple answers on the answer sheet. On the proposed answer sheet, students do not need to use pencil and eraser to change answers. Second, a new method to recognise student information on the answer sheet. The proposed system replaces the conventional method of encoding student information on answer sheet by introducing new method to decode student ID and utilising the count of student name characters. Lastly, a new fast method to provide a test result feedback. The proposed system
provides annotations on the answer sheet and sending the answer sheet to student email.

After experimenting the system, the system results indicated that the system meets the research objectives. Speed wise, the system scoring speed is 1.25 seconds without annotation and 2.25 seconds with annotation. The software algorithm proved to be robust to detect the finder pattern points when noise exists in the answer sheet margin and pen scribbles around the finder pattern area. In addition, the algorithm is able to correct scanning tilt up to 5-degree rotation. Furthermore, the algorithm is capable of recognising different shading styles as long the shading area covers at least 40% of the answer box. A case study was conducted in a real test situation to retrieve more results about the system. The outcomes of the case study are that the success rate of finder pattern recognition was 100%, the success rate of marked answer recognition was 97.7%, and the success rate of student information recognition was 90.2%.
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Abstract

Although automatic scoring systems for multiple-choice questions already exist, they are still restrictive and use specialised and expensive tools. In this paper, an automated scoring system is proposed to reduce the cost and processing restrictions by taking advantage of image processing technology. The proposed method enables the user to print the answer sheets and subsequently scan them by an off-the-shelf scanner. In addition, a personal computer can process all the scanned sheets automatically. After scoring, the proposed system annotates the sheets with feedback and sends them back to students via email. Moreover, two novel features are introduced. The first feature is the handwriting recognition method to recognise student ID. We called this the segmented handwritten character recognition. This new method replaces the conventional student ID recognition commonly known as the Matrix Identifier. The second feature is our specially designed answer sheet that allows students to change their answers with multiple attempts easily. As a result, there is no need to erase pencil shading or change the entire answer sheet if any mistake happened during the test. The proposed system is designed to be cheap and fast.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the first chapter, an introduction of the research will be presented. Section 1.1 will introduce a brief background about the research area. The problem domain will be discussed in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 will state the objective of the research. Section 1.4 will explain the significance and research contributions. Finally, the thesis organisation will be mentioned in Section 1.5.

1.1 Introduction

In the need to improve learning efficiency, technology is an essential tool to improve the outcomes of educational systems. In the last two decades, technology has occupied a significant part of education sectors. Spending wise, most of education institutes budget is spent on education technologies such as online learning and computer-based education. For example, USA expenditure on education technology is expected to increase to be US$56 billion per year, which aims to improve education quality [1]. This indicates that technology is a key emphasis in education.

One of the education technology aspects that revolutionised education practices is assessment evaluation. The aim of the assessment is to measure student level of understanding. Assessment types can be generally categorised into two types: formative and summative assessments [2].

Formative assessments aim to measure student learning to give the assessors feedback such as presentations, and peer assessments while summative assessments aim to rate student learning on regular basis based on curriculum standards as an example final exams, mid-semester test, and quizzes [2]. Summative assessment is normally designed to assess students through a test paper. This kind of assessment requires long time for scoring especially with a large number of students.

As most assessments are paper-based tests, the question types of a test paper are many such as short answer, fill in the blank, true/false, matching, and multiple-choice questions. Multiple-choice question is one of the most effective technique to reduce scoring time. The multiple question concept is that students have to choose one answer
out of multiple-choices provided. A multiple-choice question contains only one correct answer (usually) and wrong answers as distractors [3]. Multiple-choice test has multiple advantages that makes it preferable for assessors. The advantages of multiple-choice test can be listed as follows:

- quickly test student learning
- be applicable for a large number of students
- be quickly and automatically marked [4].

According to Pearson Education study [5], school teachers in Australia spend about 8 hours per week working outside the school preparing for school. One part of the preparation is scoring student test papers. The study assured that there is a need for greater learning technology adoption in schools to reduce the working hours outside the school time. Nowadays, there are some learning technologies have been adopted to make assessment scoring even easier and quicker such as offline computer-based test, online test, and a multiple-choice Test recognition system. However, there is still debates about the use of computers over the traditional multiple-choice test paper for assessments due to the cost of the computers to run tests for a large number of students (for example greater than 100 students) and reliability of computer during the test to hold a test without hardware or software issues [6]. These points make the traditional multiple-choice test more reliable although computer-based test still exists in most educational institutes but for a small number of students. Therefore, this raises the attention to improve the traditional multiple-choice test by taking advantage of computer technology and in the same way keeping the paper-based style. This can be achieved by implementing a reliable multiple-choice test recognition system.

A multiple-choice test recognition system offers the ability to mark a large number of test papers quickly. The idea of an automated multiple-choice test is to recognise a customised answer sheet and then compare it with the key answer to obtain the total mark. An optical mark recognition system is by far the trade-off to score a large number of exam papers due to the computer-based disadvantages [7].
1.2 Problem Domain

The existing optical mark recognition systems are expensive and restrictive. They require specialised scanners and answer sheets, which are expensive to afford specially for small institutes. Apart from the specialised scanners and answer sheets, the optical mark recognition systems put further restrictions such as:

- the colour of the pen
- the way to answer a multiple-choice question (shading)
- the inability for students to change their answers on answer sheet
- The way to encode student name and identification numbers.

All these restrictions add more complexity to the usability and decrease the flexibility.

1.3 Objectives

The objectives of this research are to:

- conduct an extensive literature review on assessment and automated multiple-choice scoring systems and explore the state of the art;
- design and implement an answer sheet that is user friendly, and improve the existing answer sheet features with many multiple-choice questions in one sheet;
- design and implement a fast and robust automated image processing based scoring system that can recognise and process the designed answer sheet and provide a quick feedback to students via email;
- test and evaluate the effectiveness, robustness, and speed of the scoring system.

1.4 Significance

The possibility of scoring multiple answer sheets of a large number of students can save a lot of time and reduce the cost of money and human resource for test scoring. Furthermore, the proposed optical mark recognition algorithm focuses on decreasing the restrictions on the students and the assessors. All these significances contribute to
improve the quality of assessment evaluation. The contributions of the research are as follow:

- A new method to change multiple answers on the answer sheet: On the proposed answer sheet, students do not need to use pencil and eraser to change answers.
- A new method to recognise student information on the answer sheet: The proposed scoring system replaces the conventional method of encoding student information on answer sheet.
- A new fast method to provide a test result feedback: The proposed system provides annotations on the answer sheet and sending the answer sheet to student email.

1.5 Thesis Organisation

The thesis consists of five chapters as follow:

In Chapter 1, the thesis starts with a research introduction which includes the objective, thesis domain, and significance and research contribution.

Chapter 2 presents an introduction to assessment types and focuses on multiple-choice questions. Then, it reviews the automated multiple-choice test scoring solutions with the current state of the art. Lastly, the chapter explores image processing fundamentals as the proposed system is an image processing based.

Chapter 3 addresses deeply the methodology to score the answer sheet automatically. It starts with the overall system design. Then, the details of the answer sheet design and the scoring system are discussed. Lastly, the hardware and the software materials that are need to utilise the proposed methodology are presented.

Chapter 4 presents the result of the proposed methodology. Firstly, it presents the outcomes of answer sheet design. Then, the scoring algorithm is analysed to show the processing stages. Furthermore, the scoring algorithm robustness is discussed with results. Moreover, the speed of the scoring system is presented with a comparison with some of scoring methods. In addition, the chapter contains a case study of a real test situation. The chapter concludes with the proposed system limitations and a summary.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusion of the research. It starts by reviewing the research objectives and the outcome of the research. Then, it recommends the possible future work of the research area.
2. BACKGROUND

In this chapter, a review on multiple-choice assessment and scoring systems will be explored. The chapter starts with a review on assessment in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 carries on with a detailed background study on automated multiple-choice scoring systems. As the thesis is an image processing based, Image processing fundamentals and the key techniques will be covered in Section 2.3.

2.1 Assessment

Clegg and Cashin [8] argue that one of the institution responsibilities is to design classroom assessments, as it is one of the most significant parts of teaching and learning roles. According to Harlen and James [9], the goal of education is to attain learning and understanding together. The role of the teachers or lecturers is to teach students and make sure that students reach the appropriate level of understanding. This brought the need to assess students. Assessment can be defined as the tool to measure candidate level of understanding based on the curriculum criteria [10]. Educators benefit from assessments as they can evaluate student’s understanding and progress. In general, the purposes of assessments are:

1. to promote learning experience
2. to provide a feedback about students’ learning level
3. to help to improve students’ learning
4. to provide a reliable record of students’ achievements [11].

2.1.1 Types of Assessments

There are two general types of assessment, formative and summative assessment.

Ramesh and Sidhu [3] state that formative assessment can be defined as the assessment to help student to learn information and promote learning skills. Formative assessment may be conducted by the following activities; assignments within instruction materials, test or quizzes, and peers assessments.
Ramesh and Sidhu mention that summative assessment can be defined as the assessment to measure student outcomes of the learning materials. Summative assessment can be carried out via one of the following activities; Final examinations, course work, practical demonstrations.

The differences between the formative and summative assessment according to [12] are summarised as follow: Formative assessment is designed to test student learning at the beginning of educational period or during the progress of the semester whereas the summative assessment is designed to assess students at the end of the semester or instruction period. The formative assessment’s aim is to expose student reflect on the curriculum and monitor student progress during the period of the instruction. On the other hand, the aim of summative assessment is to expose student learning achievements via assessments that require from students to demonstrate their understanding of a particular unit. Usually, summative assessment is conducted during a class test or a final exam.

The types of questions vary. The most common question types are:

- long answer (essay)
- short answer
- matching
- true/false
- multiple-choice questions.

The essay question type is that students are required to write a long answer about the question topic. The answer usually is explanatory and may contain several paragraphs. The short answer question style is that students are required to write between a sentence to a paragraphs explaining the question topic.

However, these two types of questions are tedious to score for assessors. Matching, true/false, and multiple-choice questions are quicker to score. Moreover, the score of these questions is either right or wrong which make them favourable for assessors in the test.

Matching questions require student to pair two items out of an answer collection set. True/false questions consist of statements that students have to decide whether
they are true or false. The design of a multiple-choice question is that the question offers a number of choices. Only one of the choices is correct, and the rest of the choices are set as distractors.

Although the use of multiple-choice-based assessment are widely used in educational assessment, they are less efficient to measure student learning as essay-based assessments. However, many assessors prefer multiple-choice tests because they are suitable to measure student basic information and factual understanding [13].

2.1.2 Multiple-choice Questions

The growth of educational institutions increases the number of candidates performing for a test [14]. This made it more difficult for the assessors to measure students understanding because as the number of candidates increases in an assessment as it takes more time to release the assessment results. Therefore, this brought the need for a new method to assess students quickly and effectively [15]. In order to cope with this issue in educational assessments, multiple-choice question was introduced in 1950s. According to [16], the idea came first by Frederick J. Kelly at the University of Kansas in a favour to discover the US talented recruits of World War I in 1914 because it is an effective and quick method. Later, multiple-choice question was spread out to schools and universities in early 1950s. Recently, it has been estimated that more than half a billion multiple-choice tests is set per year in only North of America [16]. That number shows a massive demand on multiple-choice-based tests as one of the main methods to assess student learning.

Multiple-choice question offers to students several choices and students are required to select the most appropriate choice. A typical multiple-choice question consists of three fundamental elements:

1- Item stem: this element usually shows the problem in a question form.
2- Key option: the key option is referred as the correct answer.
3- Distractor: the distractor options is set to deceive students from the correct answer.
It has been argued that multiple-choice questions do not fully test student understanding as it seems sometimes very simple or it can be solved by guessing. Clegg and Cashin [8] claim that well-structured and designed multiple-choice question can measure high levels of student understanding that includes the six levels of Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive objectives. Bloom’s taxonomy is designed to guide educators on how to assess students by setting several hierarchy levels as shown in Figure 2.1. Bloom ordered the levels from the bottom to top as follow: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation. Every level has to be mastered by the students before the next level can be attained. Therefore, assessors could design multiple-choice questions to test students on lower learning levels like knowledge or comprehension level, which makes some multiple-choice questions seem to be superficial for the students, or they could design multiple-choice questions-based on higher learning levels such as synthesis or evaluation, which makes multiple-choice questions seem to be more challenging for the students [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVELS OF COGNITIVE LEARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple recognition or recall of material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restating or reorganizing material to show understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving or applying ideas in new situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separating ideas into component parts, examining relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining ideas into a statement or product new to the learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judging by using self-produced criteria or established standards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: The six levels of Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive objectives [8].
Roberts [18] states in his research on the use of multiple-choice questions that the strengths of multiple-choice questions are:

- Multiple-choice questions can measure all the levels of the learning from the low to the top level.
- Multiple-choice questions can reveal the common mistakes if the incorrect choices in each question are well designed.
- As many multiple-choice questions can be used, they can be used to cover many subject materials.
- Multiple-choice questions require short time to answer when they are compared to any question type.
- One of the most advantageous point about multiple-choice questions is that an assessor or a machine can mark them accurately and easily.

Whereas Roberts carries out the main disadvantages of multiple-choice questions, which can be listed below:

- Multiple-choice tests take longer time to design compared to the rest of test types.
- Multiple-choice questions knowledge and do not test analysis skills and critical thinking of students.
- Multiple-choice questions push students to adapt simple approach to learn.

Roberts argues that the disadvantages, which are listed above, can be reduced easily if assessors focus more on implementing innovative multiple questions.

### 2.2 Automated Multiple-choice Scoring

Assessments have an important role in measuring student level of understanding. Scoring paper-based assessments is challenging as designing them. Scoring too many test papers for assessors is frustrating, time consuming, and not free of mismarks. Moreover, for students, they have to wait for long time to receive their feedback on how they performed and what their mistakes were. The problem arises when there are various parts of a test requires different markers, regardless the cost of the test markers, this implies that all the markers have to coordinate to reduce the marking time [19].
In an effort to reduce marking time, there has been significant work done in this field, which is called an automated scoring system. In this section, an overview of automated multiple-choice test machine and optical mark recognition technique will be explored.

2.2.1 Multiple-choice Test Machine

According to IBM [20], the first spark for an automated multiple-choice scoring machine was ignited in Ironwood, Michigan by Raymond Johnson in the early 1930s. He was trying to grade his student test papers, as he was a high school physics teacher. He experimented with a machine using small electrical circuits that detect a pencil mark and compares it with a key mark. Later, he ended up working in IBM as an engineer and became one of IBM's most innovative engineers. Johnson's work gave IBM the basis to create the first commercial test scoring machine that is called IBM 805 Test Scoring Machine in 1937 as shown in Figure 2.2. It was a breakthrough in educational advances as shown in Figure 2.3 an image of the product advertisement.

Figure 2.2: A commercial image of IBM 805 Test Scoring Machine [20].
The process of the machine starts by inserting student answer sheets (cards) into the machine. The machine reads the pencil marks by sensing the pencil lead as lead makes connectivity when it is exposed to electrical charges through a contacts plates. There is a “scoring key” determine the right and the wrong answers base on the connectivity of the shaded answer and then the machine shows the total score via an inductor. The machine needs a human intervention, as it cannot score multiple test cards automatically. It was estimated that the machine scoring rate is about 800 cards in an hour if an experienced operator operates it.

Later in the beginning of 1960s, Johnson’s method was replaced by a new technology called optical mark recognition. The first optical mark recognition was designed successfully by professor Everett Franklin Lindquist. Lindquist’s mechanism is that the acquired marks are contrasted by a light beam at the mark positions of the answer sheet to recognise the selected choice. The machine recognises the shaded mark as it reflects less light compared the unshaded mark on the answer sheet [21]. The advantage of the optical mark recognition machine over IBM 805 was the speed and
accuracy of the processing because Lindquist’s machine utilised vacuum tube technology, which was measurably faster than a traditional electrical circuit. It was estimated that Lindquist’s machine could mark 800 answer sheets per hour. Later, IBM designed another optical scoring machine called IBM 1230 as shown in Figure 2.4, which was based on Lindquist’s technique. It paved the way for optical scoring machine and increased the popularity of scoring machines because it was more reliable and faster. It had the ability to score up to 1600 answer sheets. And not just like IBM 805, IBM 1230 does not require an operator to insert the answer sheets one by one. It had the ability to score multiple sheet automatically [22].

Figure 2.4: The first IBM optical mark recognition machine (IBM 1230) [23].

Later, many companies proposed optical mark recognition machines with the same concept to be used in different applications such as automated ballots and research surveys. According to Patel and Prajapati [21], a traditional optical mark recognition machine mainly consists of these three sections:

- **Feeding section**: The role of this section is to pick up the answer sheets and prepare them to be processed for the next section (Photoelectric Conversion section). An example of a traditional answer sheet is shown in Figure 2.5.

- **Photoelectric Conversion section**: The process of this stage starts by emitting light to the answer part of the sheet and the intensity reflection of the answer is transformed into an electric signal via a light dependant sensor “photo sensor” as shown in Figure 2.6. Next, the electrical signal is stored in an image memory.
The photosensor is set to have an intensity threshold to indicate ‘0’ for a bright light reflection and ‘1’ for a dim light reflection.

- **Control section**: The stored data in the image memory are processed by a recognition processor. This unit takes the recognition part based on the key answer.

![OMR Sheet](image_url)

**Figure 2.5**: A traditional answer sheet of an optical mark recognition system [24].
2.2.2 State of the Art of Optical Mark Machine

In the last two decades, there are several organisations offer optical mark recognition solutions. In this sub-section, Scantron optical mark recognition products will be reviewed because Scantron Corporation is recent leading companies in optical marks recognition machines [25]. Although Scantron optical readers carry the same idea of IBM optical mark recognition machines concept, Scantron’s optical mark recognition system was patented. What makes Scantron Corporation special is that Scantron Corporation focuses on providing low cost optical mark readers to educational institutions [25]. Scantron claims that it serves 98% of the best American schools and 94 universities of the best universities in America, and their products are utilised in different 56 countries across the globe. The growth in the demand of Scantron products shows that Scantron optical mark recognition solutions are reliable for the assessors [26]. Scantron categorises its scoring machines into three volumes:

- **Low volume:** The scoring machine can process 2800 to 3400 sheets per hour.
- **Medium volume:** The scoring machine can process 3600 to 6600 sheets per hour.
- **High volume:** The scoring machine can process 7000 to 15000 sheets per hour.
For the low volume series, Scantron offers three scoring series, which are EZData, iNSIGHT 20, and iNSIGHT 4ES. According to EZData brochure [27], EZData is designed for high accuracy results with a quick score feedback. Moreover, is design to be small and compact to make it more portable and light. The main feature of EZData is the low cost, which is approximately AU$150. The second scoring machine is iNSIGHT 20, which is designed to be one of the efficient and versatile because iNSIGHT 20 can be used as an optical mark recognition and image scanner. Not like EZData, iNSIGHT 20 has the capability to recognise accurately pencil and colour pen mark. Furthermore, iNSIGHT 20 has the ability to read Bar codes and hand written character such as student name and ID. According to the product brochure, the price of iNSIGHT 20 is higher than EZData, which is approximately AU$400 [28]. iNSIGHT 4ES capabilities are almost the same as iNSIGHT 20 but iNSIGHT 4ES series is designed to give the most precise results. Moreover, OpScan is capable to detect operation errors and fix skew in the sheets to give better answer registration. However, iNSIGHT 4ES is slower than iNSIGHT 20 as it can process 2800 sheets per hour. The price of iNSIGHT 4ES is AU$800 [29].

For the medium volume series, Scantron offers three scoring machine series, which are iNSIGHT 30, iNSIGHT 700c, and OpScan 8. The medium volume is generally designed to have higher speed compared to the low volume. iNSIGHT 30 is offered for institutions that look for higher marking speed at lower price. iNSIGHT 30 is able to scan and mark up to 4000 sheets per hour. Whereas, iNSIGHT 700c has the capability to process up to 6600 sheets per hour. Moreover, iNSIGHT 700c has the ability to detect and mark pencil and ink marks. These features put iNSIGHT 700c at higher price than iNSIGHT 30, which can cost up to AU$2000. OpScan 8 has almost the same iNSIGHT 30 features. However, OpScan 8 marking speed is less than iNSIGHT 30 as it can mark up to 5000 sheets per hour, which makes it cheaper than iNSIGHT 30 by a few 100 dollars [28].

There are three scoring machines in high volume line, which are iNSIGHT 70, iNSIGHT 150, and OpScan 16. All high volume machines are designed to work standalone without a need of a computer software to collect the scores. They are designed for higher capabilities to not just only mark multiple-choice tests, they can mark objective tests and surveys. The three offered machines from Scantron are almost the same. The differences are in the cost and the speed of the processing. The price range of the high
volume machines is from AU$24000 to 30000 [30]. Figure 2.7 shows the images of all the volumes machines.

![Image of Scantron optical mark scanners](image)

Figure 2.7: The complete set of Scantron optical mark scanners [26].

2.2.3 Software-based Automated Multiple-choice Test System

Unfortunately, because the traditional optical mark recognition machines are designed to be specialised scanners, the cost and setup time of the machines limited the use of the machines in only high enrolment units and in high budget institutions. Moreover, the traditional optical mark recognition machines require specialised forms (answer sheets) to mark. Most of the traditional optical mark recognition machines require a ‘transoptic’ paper as it allows the light to pass through it, which costs from US$0.15 to
Further restrictions, the traditional optical mark recognition machines restrict students to use a specific pen colour such as pencil. These restrictions pushed to open new possibilities due to the increment in learning environments.

In the last couple of decades, computer technology has evolved and dominated many fields of human life because it is cost effective and fast. Furthermore, image recognition methods have emerged such as pattern recognition, and image processing made computers smarter to make a decision. Recently, several new technologies offer solutions for document processing to recognise and process graphic images. The general concept of document processing technology can be summarised in Figure 2.8 [31].

According to Sandhu, Singla, and Gupta [32], region symbol and optical character recognition were the base to achieve a new method of optical mark recognition system for an automated multiple-choice scoring system. The new solution aims for a cost effective and fast optical mark recognition system with customisable answer sheet. The reduction of the cost is because the new solution does not require a specialised optical scanner or sensors. It just requires an off-shelf scanner and a personal computer that is affordable to run the optical mark recognition software. The answer sheet is converted into a bitmap image by scanning it by an optical scanner, and the marks are recognised based on the aimed pixel intensity. This system of optical mark recognition can be called
as a computer-based optical mark recognition. A computer-based optical mark recognition can be defined as a software operated via a computer that is designed to retrieve data from optical marks such as cross, ticks, and bubbles from a paper form [33]. As shown in Figure 2.9, the process of a computer-based optical mark recognition system starts by converting the answer sheet to a digital image via an ordinary optical scanner, and then the image is processed and marked via an optical mark recognition software, which is installed in a general purpose computer. Later, the processed data are stored in a database to be utilised later based on purpose of the user.

![Figure 2.9: A computer-based optical mark recognition system, which consists of an ordinary scanner and a PC.](image)

In addition, with the development of mobile phone platform, there are several mobile phone applications utilise mobile phone camera to perform an automatic marking same as the computer-based optical mark recognition. This system can be called as a mobile phone-based optical mark recognition system. Recently, there are several mobile phone applications run on Apple IOS and Android platforms such as OMR Evaluator on Android, Exam Reader on Apple IOS, and ZipGrade app on Apple IOS too.

The advantage of mobile phone-based over computer-based system is that the scanner, computer, and storage database are in one device. Moreover, mobile phone-based system is a mobile system which is more practical than a stationary system such as computer-based system. However, computer-based system is more reliable when there are many answer sheet to process because computer processors are more powerful than mobile phones. Moreover, nowadays, scanners can scan multiple papers at once, and it takes longer time to snap a large number of answer sheets. In addition, scanners have better quality than mobile phone cameras. Finally, mobile phone is not a
reliable as a computer to score many papers. These mentioned reasons so far made computer-based system more common in educational institutions.

Overall, the main differences between optical mark recognition software (both computer-based and mobile phone-based systems) and optical mark recognition machines is the hardware in how they work. Optical mark recognition software works with common optical scanners or cameras as the main feature of software-based system. Whereas, optical mark recognition machines are designed to work with specialised tools such as pre-printed answer sheets and 2B pencil. Every optical machine works with a specialised pre-printed answer sheet to read it and in most of traditional machines, the answer sheet has to be marked by 2B type to recognise the marks. In contrast with the optical mark recognition software, the flexibility of creating an answer sheet is easier than the traditional machines. The answer sheet can be created and customised by any word processor. Moreover, the answer sheet can be later printed by any common printer and copied via any photocopier [33].

In a review of the related work of the optical mark recognition software, in 1999, Chinnasarn and Rangsanseri [34] developed the first PC-based marking system which reads printable answer sheets from an ordinary optical scanner. The downside of this technique is that an empty answer sheet has to be read first as learning model to recognise the interest areas such as unit and student code. Later, in operation model, a set of answer sheets are processed based on an answer model.

With the rise of digital and mobile cameras, Nguyen et al [35] developed a reliable algorithm to use camera instead of an optical scanner in aim to simplify multiple-choice questions marking. It is justified that acquiring answer sheets via a camera is faster and more portable than an optical scanner. Furthermore, size wise, camera is portable which is better for mobility when it is compared with a normal scanner size. However, the proposed system is only suitable for a small number of answer sheet. When scoring more than 100 answer sheets, using a camera to capture the sheets is tedious.

In Addition to Nguyen work, China, Assis, Neves, and Gonzalez [36] [37] developed a mobile phone that performs an automatic multiple-choice scoring on Android platform. The application was developed by OpenCV library. The scoring method is
innovative which convert the answer sheet image into binary matrices. The application was tested in scoring hundreds of test papers.

In the same way, Karunanayake [38] developed an algorithm to score answer sheet which are acquired via web camera. Moreover, Karunanayake used template-matching technique to recognise answer sheets.

There is another Android mobile phone application which was designed by Tjahyadi, Budijono, Lukas, and Krisnadi [39]. The application design aims to provide an alternative solution. The results shows that the scoring rate is 100%.

Sanguansat [40] designed an algorithm that can recognise flexible answer sheet. The user is able to modify the answer sheet by using any spreadsheet software. The modification can be done to the number of answer items and the position of student name and ID matrix.

Čupić has implemented multiple solutions to score multiple-choice papers. First, Čupić [41] developed an open source Java-based marking system. The offline application is designed to mark two sets of test answer sheets; classical multiple-choice tests which offer multiple-choices without test questions in the sheets and integrated test and answers sheets which offer both but with less number of multiple-choice questions. The application offers different kind of information recognition for student ID and unit code such as barcode and matrix. Čupić et al [42] carried out with more emphasis on student ID identifier matrix in the same answer sheets to achieve a 100% recognition rate with the presence of high rotation and skewing. Furthermore, Bonačić et al [43] continued Čupić’s research on information decoding for student ID by introducing an optical character recognition of seven–segment display digits. A template of a 7-segment display for each digit is designed for students to shade. The locations of digits and digit segments (areas of interest) are predefined to recognise numbers from 0 to 9 based on the input patterns. Although the method seems to be restrictive and based on shading instead of handwriting, it is more intuitive and easier than identifier matrix for student to encode as shown in results of over 90% success rate. Moreover, Čupić et al [44] devised a method for students to change their answers for a second or third time if answered wrongly. If students would like to alter their answer, they can annotate the error with a circle and write the correct letter next to the answer area. Later, while
processing, if the error circle is shaded, the handwritten character is recognised whether it is A, B, C, E, or F character.

Chouvatut and Prathan [45] designed a multiple-choice algorithm. They put more emphasis on x-mark detection with different orientations. Their algorithm aims to be more practical and flexible with different pen colours.

Chai [46] designed an automated marking algorithm which emphasises more on result feedback. The proposed method marks printed answer sheets and annotates the scanned sheets by highlighting the correct and wrong answers next to each answer and send the annotated sheets back to student via email. The results show that the method is quick with up to 1.4 seconds per sheet and accurate. However, the proposed answer sheet does not enable student to change answer on the same answer sheet.

Bayar [47] [48] proposed an automatic grading scoring algorithm that depends on Hough transformation. He put more emphasis on registering marked answers. The algorithm was heavily tested by more than 1000 test paper to validate the algorithm robustness.

In a new approach to recognise unknown answer sheet form, Abdu and Mokji [49] designed an algorithm to detect and register marked answers from any type of answer sheets. In order to achieve this, an empty answer sheet has to be scanned first. Second, the answer sheet has to undergo pre-processing in aim to remove unwanted objects such as lines and text. Finally, a proposed combination of Region of Interest and Hough transform is used to determine the size and the locations of each answer box. The results show that the proposed algorithm is capable to recognise most common designs of answer sheets with high accuracy.

Afifi and Hussain [50] aimed to reduce the restriction even more on optical mark recognition. They put more emphasis on recognising answer box by using neural network. This offers the ability to deal with more shading styles. This technique is claimed to have higher accuracy and less restraints than most of the existing algorithms in optical mark recognition. However, this solution is not automated, and there is no such an emphasis on decoding student information.
Tang, Wang, and Xiao [51] used a new support vector machine method to recognise answer sheet. They put more effort to recognise multiple-choice answers in noisy environment and recognising user defined answer sheet design. It is claimed that their algorithm is more effective than the traditional answer sheet recognition.

Patel, Naik, and Ghare [52] design an optical mark recognition that is designed in VHDL for FPGA to recognise answer sheet. The aim was to design an alternative for image processing algorithms. They used IR sensors to scan answer sheets and process them directly via a VHDL script. This method is believed to be faster and cheaper than using a commercial scanner.

Zampirolli, Batista, Gonzalez [53] devised an automatic multiple-choice test generator and corrector. The aim of generator is to create a random multiple-choice questions which can be recognised from the key answer.

Haskins [54] implemented an image processing-based classifier for marked answer. The classifier goal is to distinguish selected answer from the deselected. Haskins conducted an accurate algorithm to detect the answers on the answer areas, and if there is shading outside the selected answer, the answer is presumed to be deselected.

Overall, from the aforementioned software-based scoring systems, it appears that there are several methods to implement a multiple-choice scoring system. Every scoring solution was designed to fit the purpose of the need. Table 2.1 summarises the ideas of the related works.
Table 2.1: A summary of image processing based contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinnasarn and Rangsanseri</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>The first PC image processing-based marking system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Čupić and Bonačić</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[42][43]</td>
<td>Designed accurate ID identifier and introduced an optical character recognition of seven–segment display digits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karunanayake</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>An algorithm to score answer sheet acquired via web camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanguansat</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>An algorithm that can recognise partially unstructured answer sheet design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haskins</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>An image processing-based classifier to recognise natural changing answer attempts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chai</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>More emphasis on result feedback via email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel, Naik, and Ghare</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Devised recognition algorithm via FPGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.4 State of the Art of Software-based Optical Mark System

One of the state of the art of software-based optical mark recognition can be seen in Remark Office OMR software for several reasons. Remark Office OMR software is the first scanning optical mark recognition software for gathering and processing marks from a plain answer sheet in the market with more 75000 clients across the world since 1991. Moreover, Remark Office OMR software can be said as the most flexible and capable for processing millions of answer sheets and forms [55]. The software was designed by Remark Products Group of Gravic. Gravic Group is an international company for collecting and analysing data solutions based in Pennsylvania, US. Gravic designed the software to be the complete solution to process any type of forms such as surveys, evaluation forms, tests, and ballot forms. The software is designed to have multiple standard forms. The forms are fully customisable to be modified to user purposes. The software is designed to serve:

- Education professionals for assessing students
- Marketing professionals for attaining customer’s feedback
- Government departments for general surveying purposes
- Computer professionals for integrating with different software
- Human resource departments for employment applications
- And many more of special applications.

One of the main features of Remark Office OMR is that it is easy and flexible to use for a normal user without a need for additional experiences as any Scantron optical mark recognition machine. Gravic designed an easy system that consists of three steps: design, scan, and analyse. In the first step, the user has to design a form based on the targeted purpose. The form can be made by any word processing software such as Microsoft Word, Excel, and Adobe Photoshop or it can be made by using one of pre-made forms temples in the software. Later, the user can easily highlight question area via the software to tell the software where to recognise the marks. In the next step, the user can print and scan the form as much as wanted to be filled up based on the targeted purpose. In the last step, all the paper can be scanned via a normal optical scanner or via a multiple function scanner as Gravic recommends that for faster scanning. Later, all the scanned paper can be exported to the software to collect and analyse data based on
the designed form. The system can be summarised in Figure 2.10. Figure 2.11 exposes the main window of the software, which show the database section, data manger, and scanned sheet preview field [56].

According to Remark Office OMR user manual [57], the software works on Microsoft Windows platform. The minimum requirements to run the software are a PC with at least 1 GHz or faster PC processor and at least 250 MB hard drive free space and 512 MB RAM are required to install the software. However, for better performance, Gravic recommends 1 GB free storage space and a supported printer from Windows for fewer issues.

The main feature of Remark Office OMR is to detect marks areas. However, there are further features of Remark Office OMR, which are:

- Built in optical character recognition feature to read machine printed texts
- Barcode recognition to read several barcode systems
- Built in analysis to provide statistics of the processed reports
- Data exportation to many document formats such as Dropbox, MS Excel, Google Dive, and SPSS.

With all these features in one software, the cost of Remark Office OMR is AU$ 995 for one time per user [56]. By comparison with Scantron optical mark recognition machines, Remark Office OMR seems to be a practical solution to mark many assessment answer sheets with a reasonable price as it can handle processing thousands of papers.

Figure 2.10: Remark Office OMR System, which consists of three steps: Design, Scan, and Analyse [55].
Figure 2.1: The main window of Remark Office OMR Software [56].

There is another software-based optical mark recognition that is worth mentioning as a state of the art in optical mark recognition, which is Eyegrade. Eyegrade has several features. The preponderant one is that Eyegrade system utilises a webcam instead of an optical scanner. Eyegrade take advantage pf a webcam to score multiple choice questions. As it just needs an off-shelf webcam, its main objective is to be a low-cost and portable solution. Eyegrade developers targets small scale educational institutes, and it can be handy to score a small number of students from 10 to 40.

There are several others features of the systems which are:

- **Scoring tests**: By obtaining a webcam, the graphical user interface of Eyegrade allows you to score tests. Eyegrade is designed to recognize not only the multiple choice questions, but also student IDs by using its hand-written digit recognition structure. Moreover, the graphical user interface allows the user to intervene if any scoring error happens as shown in Figure 2.12.

- **Exporting scores**: scored test papers marks can be exported in CSV format, which is widely recognisable, by many software such as MS Excel.

- **Test paper generation**: Eyegrade offers the ability to creating MCQ test or let the user create the test paper other software. It is able to create your MCQ test in PDF format. Furthermore, it can automatically build multiple versions of the test by shuffling questions and the choices within the questions.
Figure 2.12: the graphical user interface of Eyegrade.

A demonstration video of the system flow can be view on the link (https://youtube/ajK9JAhSDH0). It is worth mentioning that Eyegrade is a free software and is licensed. Furthermore, it is an open source application, which means any developer can integrate their software features to theirs [7].

When it comes to comparing the both systems (Remark Office and Eyegrade), they are both useful based on the level of the use. For large-scale institutes such as universities, Remark Office is definitely the better solutions to fit, as it is design for a large number of exam papers. In the other hand, for a small-scale such as a small class test or a quiz, Eyegrade is the winner.
2.3 Image Processing Fundamentals

As the research aims to implement an image processing-based scoring system, image basics and document image processing will be explored.

2.3.1 Image Basics

**Pixel Structure**

After scanning an answer sheet, the sheet is converted into a digital image. A digital image consists of a set of pixels in 2D plane. Every single pixel in an image can be represented by denoting two values as presented in Figure 2.12. These two values represent an \( x \) position and a \( y \) position. The \( x \) and \( y \) values can be represented in 2D vector as shown in (2.1). For pixel coordinate, the origin is in the top left of the coordinate. The \( x \) value increases downward and the \( y \) value increases to the right [58]. The general notation of an image can be defined as

\[
I(x, y).
\]  

(2.1)

![Digital Image](image.png) ![Pixel Coordinate](pixel_coordinate.png)

Figure 2.12: An example of a digital image and its pixel coordinate [59].

Each pixel has intensity value to represent a pixel in an image. There are two types of digital image: grayscale image and coloured image.
Image Colours

A scanned answer sheet could be scanned to be a colour image or a grayscale image. Hence, the difference between them will be explained. Grayscale image has different intensities in each pixel from black to white (grey level) as shown in Figure 2.13. The grey level shows the entire range from black to white. An individual pixel of eight-bit image holds an intensity value of 256 grey scales [60].

![Figure 2.13: Pixel grey level of black and white image [60].](image)

Each individual pixel of a coloured image holds three intensity values that represent red, green, and blue colour (RGB). Each colour has 256 intensity levels which means every colour hold 8 bits as shown in Figure 2.14. Therefore, each coloured pixel contains 24 bits of memory. RGB colours can be mixed in each pixel to create any possible colour such as yellow, cyan, or magenta [60].

![Figure 2.14: RGB colour space [61].](image)

Image Resolution

Image resolution refers to the amount of pixel density in an image. If an image has high resolution, the image has higher sharpness, more details, and bigger size. An example is shown in Figure 2.15 demonstrates the differences when an image resolution is increased in term of details and sharpness [62].
Figure 2.15: An example of an image with different resolutions [60].

Image Transformation

Processing answer sheet involve transforming the image such as scaling, rotating, and translating. Image transformation is applied to map an image coordinate to another image coordinate system. Image transformation is useful when multiple images are captured from different positions. In addition, it is a powerful method to correct image distortions. A basic image transformation equation can be written as

\[ \hat{x} = Tx, \]  

(2.2)

where \( T \) is a transformation matrix \((n \times m)\), \( x \) is a pixel position in a space, and \( \hat{x} \) is the pixel position after transformation which is called a spatial transformation. In addition, as shown in (2.3), it can be rewritten in a matrix form

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x} \\
\hat{y}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
a & b \\
c & d
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.3)

where \( a, b, c, \) and \( d \) are transformation parameters. The matrix (2.4) can be rewritten as an equation for \( \hat{x} \) and \( \hat{y} \)

\[
\hat{x} = ax + by, \ \hat{y} = cx + dy \]  

(2.4)

There are two main types of 2D image transformations, linear transformation and nonlinear transformation. If a linear transformation is applied to an image, the image retains its diminutions. Whereas, the nonlinear transformation changes the image
diminutions. The scaling factor determines whether a transformation is linear or nonlinear. A transformation can be linear if the value of \( x \) and \( y \) scaling factor are equal. If one of the parameters is different, the transformation is called nonlinear as shown in Figure 2.16. The scaling factor can be represented as

\[
\hat{x} = S x, \tag{2.5}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x} \\
\hat{y}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
x \times s_x \\
0 \times s_y
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{2.6}
\]

where \( s_x \) is a scaling factor for \( x \) and \( s_y \) is a scaling factor for \( y \) [64].

The basic 2D image transformations are:

- Translation
- Rotation
- Shear.

2D translation transformation can be represented by 2 x 3 matrix and an example of simple translation is shown in Figure 2.17. 2D translation can estimated as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x} \\
\hat{y}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & t_x \\
0 & 1 & t_y
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\
y \\
1
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{2.7}
\]

where \( t_x \) is a translation for \( x \) and \( t_y \) is a translation for \( y \) [63].
For simple image rotation about the origin as in Figure 2.18, the rotation can be represented as

\[ \hat{x} = R \, x, \]  

\[ R = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{bmatrix}. \] [63]  

In shear transformation, one axis is moved downward or upward to create parallel motion as shown in Figure 2.19. If the shear is toward x-axis, the value of \( S_Y = 0 \). Moreover, if the shear is toward y-axis, the value of \( S_X = 0 \) as shown in Figure 13 [63]. Shear transformation can represented as

\[ \hat{x} = S \, x, \]  

where \( S \) is 2 x 2 matrix as shown (2.11),

\[ S = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & S_Y \\ S_X & 1 \end{bmatrix}. \] [63]
Image transformation can be more complex, which involves translation, scaling, and rotation in a same motion. The image aspect ratio will be different when the transformation is applied which can be defined as

\[ \hat{x} = sRx + t \text{ or } \hat{x} = [sR \ t] x, \quad (2.13) \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \hat{x} \\ \hat{y} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} s_x \cos \theta & -s_y \sin \theta & t_x \\ s_x \sin \theta & s_y \cos \theta & t_y \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (2.14) \]

This kind of transformation is called affine transformation [64], which can be written as \( \hat{x} = Ax \). It can be represented by a 2x3 matrix as

\[ \hat{x} = \begin{bmatrix} a_{00} & a_{01} & a_{02} \\ a_{10} & a_{11} & a_{12} \end{bmatrix} x. \quad (2.15) \]

### 2.3.2 Document Image Processing

Image processing is a wide topic. As our research is more concerns about document analysis, in this part of the sub-heading, several concepts about document image processing will be analysed.

**Image Binarisation**

Image binarisation is the main processing step for answer sheet processing and recognition. Image binarisation is defined as the process of converting grayscale image pixels into black and white [65]. Every grayscale image pixel from 0 to 255 is set to 0 (white) or 1 (black) based on a predetermined threshold. Binarising threshold can be represented as
\[
g(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
1, & I(x,y) > T \\
0, & I(x,y) < T 
\end{cases}
\] (2.16)

where \( g(x,y) \) is the binarised pixel, \( I(x,y) \) is the grayscale pixel, and \( T \) is the binarisation threshold.

As documents have a single background, the aim of paper binarisation is to separate or segment answer sheet contents from the background for further processing. An example of a document image binarisation is shown in Figure 2.20 [66].

![Figure 2.20: Document image binarisation example, where (A) is the grayscale image and (B) is the binarised image [67].](image)

If the background pixels are consistent throughout all the image, using one threshold is enough. The single threshold is called a global threshold. In many cases, a global threshold is the best to segment the background from the document contents. For instance, if a document contains a simple white background as shown Figure 2.20, applying a global threshold is adequate. Global threshold is the simplest way to binarise an image. Based on the required threshold, all the image pixels will be binarised. However, global threshold has several disadvantages. First, if a document has a poor contrast between the background and the contents, the global threshold fails to segment the content. Moreover, if a document contains some small contents such as small texts, they will be eroded after applying the threshold. Therefore, in these cases, a smarter threshold is needed.
An effective method to solve different intensity issue is to apply an adaptive threshold. Adaptive threshold analyses image pixels intensities and calculates the average threshold. Basically, the threshold changes with the change in pixel intensity. An example of an adaptive thresholding is shown in Figure 2.21 [68]. There are various algorithms and techniques on how to calculate the thresholds. One of the common algorithms is that estimating the white and black scales and then subtract them from the original image. Hence, the image is left with brightest and darrest pixels. Figure 2.22 illustrate the adaptive threshold algorithm [31].

Figure 2.21: An example of applying an adaptive threshold [67].
Choosing a threshold method whether it is global or adaptive threshold, is all based on the application of use. It depends on the quality of the document image and how it was acquired via a camera or a scanner. However, the processing of binarising is now usually perfect. Noises after applying a threshold is always expected whatever threshold is used. Moreover, content deformations, such as disconnected thickened text, may occur depending on the value of the threshold. It is recommended to apply a noise removal and thinning operation to enhance the context.

**Noise Removal**

Noise is one of the main issues faced after binarising a document image [69]. The most common types of noises are salt and pepper noise and hole noise as a result of binarising. An example of salt and pepper noise and hole noise is shown in Figure 2.23. The noise usually increases due to poor binarisation. The noise occurs in the isolated area as shown in the figure. In addition, the noise could happen in the interest area of the context as holes. The main reason to reduce the noise is that a failure to erode the noise will lead to a faulty recognition result or a wrong perhaps. In every noise removal
algorithm, the aim is to reduce the unwanted noise as much as possible and retain the original contents [70].

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 2.23:** Letter “e” exposed to pepper and salt noise, where x represents ON pixels [31].

There are many noise removal algorithms, and every algorithm fits its purpose. However, there is a generic method. The generic method based on pixel erosion and dilation operations. Pixel erosion operation is defined as the process of shrinking a group of pixel boundary based on a threshold which determine the size of the pixel boundary. And pixel dilatation is defined as the process of enlarging a group of pixel boundary based on a threshold which determine the size of the pixel boundary.

The generic method simply works by erode a pixel group first to eliminate the salt and pepper noise in the isolated area of a document image. Later, the pixel groups are dilated back to retain the shrinked pixel groups. Or, process can be reversed to fill up the holes in the contents by first dilating the pixels to fill the holes and then eroding the pixels. The both ways techniques are illustrated in Figure 2.24. As in the figure, (A) is a pixel group with a salt and pepper noise which is removed by erosion-dilating method. In addition, (B) is an opposite noise removal to fill the hole of a pixel group.
Thinning and Chain Coding

Usually after applying a noise removal, thinning operation is used as part of document image analysis. Thinning operation can be defined as the process of reducing the lines of a binary region to retain the skeleton of the region. The aim of the operation is to retrieve the main part of a region in an image, hence further processing can be made to extract the features of the region. Thinning operation may be called in different references as “skeletonising”. Thinning operation is commonly part of pattern recognition algorithms. For example, if a word is written with different pen thicknesses, thinning helps to retrieve the same pixel regions. Although there are several methods to track lines, thinning operation is faster to track as the regions are thinner. In most document image algorithm, thinning is part of in the pre-processing level of document image algorithm such as optical character recognition, electrical circuit detection, and fingerprint recognition. Examples of image thinning operation are shown in Figure 2.25 [71].
There are several requirements of thinning operation to achieve a fine skeleton of a binary region. Firstly, the binary region must be connected. Small disconnected region after thinning will be eroded. The binary region should have at least eight connected pixels to achieve a good thinning result. Furthermore, the result of thinning should create lines which are similar to central lines of the binary image. After applying thinning to small branches image such as a fingerprint (Figure 2.25 (C)), noise increases and should be reduced.

When a binary region is thinned, it can be easily determined the sequences of the binary region. This is achieved by labeling the connected neighbors in the 3x3 kernel of a line or a curve. This operation is called chain coding. Its benefit is that the direction of a line is labeled instead of labeling the whole binary region. Storage wise, chain coding is efficient to save the memory. More importantly, this operation can ease the processing for further operation such as line detection, edge smoothing, and feature detection.
There are many chain coding techniques. The most widely used is Freeman chain code. It starts first by searching from the top left until bottom right of a binary image. When it locates a binary pixel, the location of the pixel is stored. After running through all the image pixels, the sequence code of the searched pixels is stored from the first pixel location until the last neighboring pixel of the region skeleton [72].
3. METHODOLOGY

In the third chapter, the approach of the proposed system will be explained. This starts by the proposed system design in Section 3.1. Later, Section 3.2 will discuss the answer sheet design for the system. Moreover, the details of the scoring algorithm are discussed in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 will address the materials needed to implement the system.

3.1 System Design

The proposed system is set to meet the research objectives. The intended system is a computer-based scoring system. As discussed in the background about the software-based, the designed system requires the same equipment to utilise as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The system is designed as shown in Figure 3.1. The figure shows the high-level design of the system. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the system consists of three inputs and three outputs. First, the system requires a list of student information, which are student names, IDs, and emails of the intended class. After collecting the answer sheets of a test, the filled answer sheets have to be scanned and then fed into the software algorithm to be scored. The proposed system adopts an optical scanner as opposed to camera. Despite the fact that the camera is better in mobility, the reason for choosing an optical scanner is that modern scanners can be used to scan a large number of answer sheets with a better quality and less noise. Furthermore, the recent available scanners are considered affordable especially for a large institute such as a university. The details of the chosen scanner will be discussed in Section 3.4. Lastly, the algorithm requires answer key as a reference to score. The imported student database and answer key files have to be in an Excel sheet format. In addition, the scanned answer sheet format must be in a JPG format.

After providing three inputs, the software algorithm will process the data. After executing the algorithm, the algorithm should provide three output as shown in Figure 3.1. The first output is an excel sheet of all students IDs with the corresponding test scores. The second output is annotated answer sheets, which contain highlights of the
right and wrong answers. And lastly, the third output is emails to test takers which contain the total score and the annotated sheet.

There are some assumptions of the proposed system. First, all the answer sheets are scanned in A4 size and are not deformed. Moreover, all the three input of the system are provided with the right format. Lastly, the answer key and student database are right and free of mistakes.

![Figure 3.1: The flow of the proposed system.](image)

### 3.2 Answer Sheet Design

Before going through the software algorithm details, the answer sheet has to be designed to meet the requirements of the software algorithm. The layout of the answer sheet design is shown Figure 3.2. From Figure 3.2, it can be seen that the proposed answer sheet consists of four sections which are Exam information, student ID & name, instructions, and answer area. Exam information area is an editable area where the assessor can add the exam date, unit title & code, and campus name before an exam via a PDF editor such as Adobe Acrobat. The instructions area has some guidelines for students on how to shade and how to write student ID & name in the designated area. The area where students can shade their answers is called answer area. Based on the mentioned guideline, the actual answer sheet was designed as shown in Figure 3.3. The
answer sheet is designed to handle up to 72 multiple-choice answers, each item contains five choices. The answer sheet is designed to not only allow students to shade their answers, but also give the ability to re-answer instead of using an eraser. An example of how to change an answer on the answer sheet is shown in Figure 3.3 in the instruction section.
Figure 3.2: Answer sheet areas.
Figure 3.3: The proposed answer sheet design.
3.3 Software Algorithm Design

The software algorithm is the heart of the proposed system as it takes the bigger portion of the scoring process. The algorithm process is automated until the last input answer sheet as it is aimed in this research. The software algorithm is composed of four main algorithms which are interconnected to work together. The four algorithm are:

- Finder pattern algorithm
- Student information recognition algorithm
- Mark recognition algorithm
- Score feedback algorithm

The details of these algorithms will be explained in the following sub-sections. Figure 3.4 shows the software algorithm structure in a flow chart. The flow chart shows the overall work flow of the software algorithm. As shown in Figure 3.4, after providing the three inputs to the software algorithm, the algorithm starts by registering the answer sheet. The aim of the registration is to find the three finder pattern points. If they are registered, a tilt adjustment is made to straighten the answer sheet. After adjusting the answer sheet, student information area and answer area are segmented to recognise whose paper is and what student’s score is. After segmentation as shown in Figure 3.4, the proposed method will execute a mark recognition algorithm to detect marks in answer area, as well as student information recognition algorithm to recognise student identity from the database. After decoding student information and scoring answer area based on the key answer correctly, the scored answer sheet will be annotated to show the correct and wrong answers with total score. Furthermore, a spreadsheet will be generated which lists each recognised student information with its corresponding score.

As shown in Figure 3.4, the same process will be repeated until the last scanned answer sheet in the specified directory. Finally, after processing all answer sheets, the annotated answer sheets will be sent to student via email. As the algorithm is designed mainly to segment and decode handwritten student information and marks, the technical details of the finder pattern, student information recognition, optical mark recognition algorithms will be explained next.
Figure 3.4: Flow chart of the proposed system.
3.3.1 Finder Pattern Recognition

The most essential part in the system flow is to register the answer sheet. By successfully registering the answer sheet, further processing can be applied such as student ID and mark recognition. However, a failure of registering the answer sheet means a failure in scoring the answer sheet. Unlike our eyes to recognise the shape of an answer sheet, computer software needs an algorithm to register an image. The aim of registering answer sheet is to define to the space of an answer sheet. It helps to know where to start and where to end which means every pixel in an answer sheet is registered, hence every pixel can be located. There are several means to register an image in image processing. The complexity of image registration lies on the purpose and the conditions that are undertaken to register an image. Because the proposed system adopts an optical scanner to acquire the image, the complexity of registering the answer sheet is not high. Therefore, a reliable image registration method is adopted which finder pattern recognition.

Finder pattern technique has been used in various applications such as 1D barcodes and 2D barcodes. The complexity and the design of the pattern depend on the application. The proposed finder pattern is composed of three solid rectangles located in the margin of the answer sheet as shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. The shape of the finder pattern is fixed and bold to be distinguishable by the algorithm. Every component’s size is 21x8 pixel. The first component is located in the top left, the second component is in the top right, and the last component is located in the bottom left. As shown in Figure 3.5, the first component is the origin point as if in the Cartesian coordinate. The second component defines the maximum point in the vertical axis. The third point defines the maximum point in the horizontal axis of the answer sheet aspect ratio. The main roles of these three components are to define the landing point (origin point), to calculate the size of the scanned sheet, and to fix the answer sheet tilt.

Before locating the finder pattern, first the aspect ratio has to be checked. This aims to detect the answer sheet orientation if it was scanned vertically or horizontally. If it was scanned horizontally, the algorithm will rotate the image 90 degrees. Furthermore, if the answer sheet was scanned upside down, the algorithm looks for the logo which in the top left area of the answer sheet. If the algorithm does not see the
pixel density of the logo, it rotates the answer sheet 180 degrees. Next, if the algorithm finds the logo, the algorithm is ready to locate the finder pattern.

To locate the finder pattern, first the image has to be converted into a binary image after applying a global threshold as shown in (2.16). The binary image is composed of either a black group of pixels or a white group of pixels, and because the size of the finder pattern points is pre-determined to 21x8 pixel, it is easy to erode every group of pixels that is greater or less than finder pattern points (21x8 pixel). After pixels erosion as shown in Figure 3.6, the image is left with three groups of pixels which are the finder pattern points.

Figure 3.5: The finder pattern design which highlights the three projection points location in the answer sheet, where P stands for point.
Now, the centroids of the three pixel groups can be located. Points 1, 2, and 3 can be described as

\[ P_1(x, y) = \min(k(y)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1) \]
\[ P_3(x, y) = \max(k(x)) \cdot \max(k(y)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2) \]
\[ [P_2(x, y) > P_1(y)] \cap [P_2(x, y) < P_3(x)] \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3) \]

where \( P_n(\ldots) \) is the centroid of the finder pattern point which has \( x \) and \( y \) value. \( k(x, y) \) is 2\( \times \)3 centroid matrix of the three points after the binarization which can be written as

\[ k = \begin{bmatrix} x_1 & x_2 & x_3 \\ y_1 & y_2 & y_3 \end{bmatrix}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4) \]

As shown in (3.1), the first centroid with respect to \( y \) of the centroids set \( k(x, y) \) is registered as the reference point of the image which is the first finder pattern point. Moreover, point 3 is located in the farthest location in \( x \) and \( y \) axis. Lastly, after locating points 1 and 3, point 2 must be greater than point 1 with respect to \( y \) or less than point 3 with respect to \( x \).
After locating the exact location of the finder pattern, the size of the registered answer sheet can be estimated by

\[
\text{Size} (x, y) = \left\{ \sum_{i=P_1(x)}^{P_3(x)} x_i, \sum_{i=P_1(y)}^{P_2(y)} y_i \right\}. \tag{3.5}
\]

As shown in (3.5), the width of the answer sheet is calculated by the sum of the pixels from the reference point until the centroid of the third point with respect to \( x \). The height of the answer sheet is calculated by the sum of the pixels from the reference point until the centroid of the second point with respect to \( y \).

After scanning the answer sheet, the answer sheet is not scanned precisely straight. The scanned image must exhibit a small angle of tilt clockwise or anti-clockwise as shown in Figure 3.7. From Figure 3.7, point 1 and 2 on the left side of the answer sheet are located in the same line. Therefore, as the location of both points are recognised, if there is a tilt, the angle \( \theta \) of rotation between the two points can be estimated by taking the differences between the first point and the second which can be written as

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{P_1(x) - P_2(x)}{P_1(y) - P_2(y)} \right], \tag{3.6}
\]

where \( P_{n(\ldots)} \) is the centroid of the finder pattern point with respect to \( x \) or \( y \). Now, the image can be straightened by rotating the image by the same degree of rotation in the opposite direction. The corrected answer sheet \( \hat{I} \) can be described as

\[
\hat{I} = RI, \tag{3.7}
\]

where \( I \) is the original answer sheet image, and \( R \) is the rotation matrix with the estimated rotation angle which can be written as

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\
\sin \theta & \cos \theta
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{3.8}
\]
Figure 3.7: An example of answer sheet tilt during scanning, where $\theta$ is the angle of rotation.

After straightening the answer sheet, the student ID, name, and the answer area can be segmented. This is because the aspect ratios between the points and student ID and answer area are already determined. Now, every section of the answer sheet can be processed separately.

3.3.2 Student Information Recognition

Before detecting the overall score of an answer sheet, student’s identity must be recognised. As shown in Figure 3.3, student area consists of two part; student ID and name. Most of the existing methods use the conventional student ID style which is called student ID matrix, to shade the numbers as shown in Figure 3.8. This method utilises only student ID and discards student name information. Moreover, it is found more restrictive and less intuitive for students to use if it is used for the first time. In this proposed approach, a novel method is designed to recognise student information in student area. The proposed student ID algorithm replaces the conventional style of encoding student IDs and utilises both student ID and name information for accurate and faster decoding results.
The proposed algorithm is designed to decode student ID first and then recognise the number of the surname characters. Later, the student ID with the right surname characters count is searched in the student database. This technique speeds up the search. However, if one or two characters of student ID are missed to decode or decoded wrongly, an auto-correction algorithm is designed to find the closest match with the existing database student IDs. Furthermore, a flag will be raised, so the user can intervene and validate the student information.
Figure 3.9: A flow chart of student information recognition algorithm.

Figure 3.9 shows the overall design of student information recognition algorithm. The inputs of the algorithm to start are a decoded ID from student ID area and the number of surname characters. Both inputs are stored in a matrix as recognised data that need to be identified. Later, the algorithm looks for only the IDs that have the same surname character count. If the ID is found, the ID will be stored as an Identified ID with a high confidence flag. However, if the ID is not found in the database, the unidentified ID will be passed to an auto correction algorithm as if one or more of the student ID character was decoded wrongly. Then, if the error was identified, corrected, and assigned to the right student name from the database, it will be flagged as an identified ID with low confidence as it has been corrected, and assigned to a wrong student. Finally,
if the decoded ID could not be found in the database, it will be stored as it is with unidentified flag. Both data that are flagged with low confidence and not identified can be checked after the end of the whole scoring process.

Overall, this is the concept of the proposed student information recognition. Next, we are going to give more details about student ID recognition, name’s character count recognition, and auto correction algorithms.

Student ID recognition algorithm is the soul of this section because student ID is the only unique identity for every test taker. Decoding the encoded ID successfully can guarantee student information to be found in database with high confidence. The recognition process is devised to make student ID encoding much more intuitive and less restrictive than the conventional method of most existing solutions (matrix identifier). However, a conventional handwritten character recognition was avoided because of the high complexity, and every student has a different handwriting style, hence it is almost impossible to recognise every student ID correctly. In this method, students have to write their IDs in segmented digits, just like a seven segment display. In this way, the possibility of facing irregular character shape is less, and the chances of writing style are limited and can be analysed accurately.

Figure 3.10 shows the design of student ID section which consists of up to eight segmented characters. In every character area, a template shows the segments pattern of how the character should be written on the dotted lines. The dotted lines are designed as a guideline for the test taker. In the instruction area, the steps on how to write an ID is explained briefly.

![Student ID](image)

Figure 3.10: Student ID area in the answer sheet.

The algorithm is designed to interpret the numbers from zero to nine. Figure 3.11 shows the style of the handwriting of each number which indicates how easy to write a number. Students do not have to create strictly a straight line as shown in Figure 3.10.
The algorithm is designed to be more flexible with curves if they are within the region of interests (segments) as indicated in Figure 3.12 (in the seven blue areas).

![Figure 3.11: The style of the handwriting of all ten digits.](image)

![Figure 3.12: The seven segments active areas.](image)

The algorithm starts by binarising and thinning (pre-processing) the characters to remove noise and the dotted lines by applying dilation and thinning operations. The aim is to retain only the connected pixel components. Then, there is a calculated threshold of pixel numbers for every segment. The threshold to be six pixels in each segment. If the number of pixels reaches the threshold, the segment is decoded as an active segment. After decoding every segment of a digit, the registered segments are multiplexed into a decimal number. Table 3.1 shows the multiplexing table of all the segments. Note that the segment numbering in Table 3.1 is the same numbering in Figure 3.12. The same steps are repeated for the rest of the digits. Finally, the decoded ID is stored as a recognised data for further processing as indicated in Figure 3.9 if needed. An example of number two recognition is illustrated in Figure 3.13. Further
experiments on the robustness of the algorithm will be discussed in experimental results and discussion section.

Table 3.1: Active segments table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decimal</th>
<th>Active Segments Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.13: Student ID recognition steps.
After decoding student ID, the second input of student information recognition algorithm which is surname character count will be discussed. As illustrated in Figure 3.14, this is designed student name area which contains letter boxes up to 16 boxes. The test taker has to write his name characters in the designated boxes. As alluded before, the aim of the letter separation is to attain the count of the name’s letters. In this algorithm, the interest area is the surname letters only. The technique is fairly simple to count letters in every box. Because the answer sheet is registered, every box can be reached and processed. Every letter box will be processed individually. Every box can hold approximately 360 pixels. Based on that, the number of box’s pixels are checked. Threshold is set to be 100 pixels minimum. If the number of pixels is equal or greater than the threshold, a letter is counted. This happens to all the rest of the boxes. Then, the name characters’ count is stored in recognised data as shown in Figure 3.9.

![Figure 3.14: Student name section design.](image)

After both algorithm’s inputs have been decoded successfully, they will be matched with student’ IDs and name. As shown in Figure 3.8, there are three possible outputs of the algorithm which are:

1- Matched ID with high confidence
2- Matched ID with low confidence
3- Not identified ID.

The first possible output occurs when a decoded ID is found in the database from the first matching time. The second possible output occurs when a decoded ID is not found in the database, but after applying auto correction algorithm. Lastly, the last possible outcome when the algorithm is not able to match the ID at after the first matching trial and applying auto correction. The auto correction algorithm is designed
to minimise the matching error which may occur because faulty student ID recognition or faulty encoding by the test taker. The auto correction algorithm aims to predict and correct the wrong digit if only one or two digits of the eight digits were wrong. This is because more than two-digit correction may assign an ID to the wrong student.

The algorithm works simply by finding the wrong digits of every unmatched ID. This happens by applying the absolute error concept for every digit of the decoded ID with all the possible IDs in the existing database. The absolute error $\Delta d$ can be estimated as

$$\Delta d = |d_0 - d|,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

where $d_0$ is the unmatched ID digit, and $d$ is every possible ID from database. The algorithm searches for the absolute error for each digit. The ID from database that has one or two absolutes errors is the best match to the unmatched ID. Next, the unmatched ID is replaced with the reference ID from database if the ID has not been assigned to another student. On the other hand, if the algorithm could not correct the unmatched ID, the ID will be stored as unidentified ID. By the end of the scoring process, the user can correct the ID manually. Figure 3.15 shows an example of a correction for a decoded ID with one wrong digit, where $ID_d$ is the unmatched ID to be corrected, $ID_{base}$ is the reference ID, $\Delta$ is the absolute error of each digit, and $ID_{matched}$ is the corrected ID.

![Figure 3.15: An example of an ID correction.](image)
3.3.3 Marked Answer Recognition

Recognising mark marked answers is the core of this research. The proposed answer item is designed to handle five alternatives. In addition, the proposed optical mark recognition is designed to allow students to change their answers without a need to use a pencil and an eraser as shown in Figure 3.16, to change an answer, student needs to shade the area above the answer area and attempt again. Hence, the algorithm is designed to analyse the marks within these four possible cases for each answer item:

- No entry
- Single entry
- Multiple entries
- Single entry with changing answer attempt.

Figure 3.16: The proposed answer item, which contains five alternatives.

For the first case, where a student leaves the answer item with no attempt as shown in Figure 3.17(a). In the second case, a student answers only one alternative of the five alternatives as shown in Figure 3.17(b). In the third case, where a student answers multiple answers in the same answer item and no mark in the changing answer area as shown in Figure 3.17(c). For the fourth case, where a student answers one alternative and later changes the answer to another alternative. This leads to multiple entries in the answer area and one or more shadings in the changing answer area as shown in Figure 3.17(d). The proper method to shade the answer area is the same as what shown in Figure 3.17(b).
The proposed algorithm is designed based on the listed four possible cases. The block diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3.18, which handles multiple answer items. Before the algorithm runs, the key answer must be provided as reference to score each answer item. After recognising the three finder pattern points, the answer sheet is mapped. Hence, the exact location of each answer item is located. After that, starting from the left of answer item to check the first answer area (first answer box), the first answer box is checked by counting the number of black pixels and compare the number of pixels with a pre-calculated number of black pixels of a shaded box (threshold). The answer box is designed to have 2:1 aspect ratio. After resizing the answer sheet, the answer box size is 20x10 pixels, hence the total pixel number the answer box can contain is 200 pixels. Therefore, the threshold is set to be 80 pixel that is 40% of the answer box area $M(i,j)$ which can be defined as

\[
M(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & B(x,y) > T' \\
0, & B(x,y) < T' 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(3.10)

where $M(i,j)$ is a 5x72 matrix for the marked answers. The matrix has 5 columns as there are 5 answer boxes in every answer item. In addition, the matrix has 72 rows.
because there are 72 answer items in the answer sheet. $B(x, y)$ is the answer box area on the answer sheet. $T$ is the threshold which equals to 80.

If the number of black pixels is less than the threshold, the marked answer is set to 0 in the matrix, and the algorithm will move to next answer box to check the threshold again until the last answer box. This means the first case has occurred, which is no entry case, and there will be no mark for this answer item. Moreover, if the number of black pixels are higher of the threshold, the area above the answer box area (changing answer area) will be checked. The method of checking the changing answer area is the same as (3.10) with a different threshold. Later, if yes, the Changing Answer Area is shaded based on the threshold. This indicates that the fourth possible case has occurred, which is single entry with changing answer attempt. The algorithm again will move to the next answer box area, and if not, the marked answer sheet will be checked with answer key as there is only a single entry (second case). If the marked answer matches the key answer, a score will be added to the overall score, and if not, the mark will be stay the same. However, the algorithm will check if there is another entry. If there is another entry of any of the answer box areas with a correct choice, this indicates that there are multiple entries (third case); hence, there will be no mark for this answer item. If all the answer boxes are checked, the algorithm will move to the second answer item, and iterates the same steps. The total score will be in a spreadsheet with the corresponding decoded student information.
Figure 3.18: The block diagram of the proposed optical mark recognition algorithm.
3.3.4 Score Feedback

The final step of the system is to provide a feedback about the test. After scoring all answer items, the locations of the detected marks are stored to be annotated as shown in Figure 3.19. As illustrated in Figure 3.19, the shaded areas are highlighted based on the answer key. If the answer is correct, the area is highlighted green. In addition, if the answer is wrong, the area is highlighted red, and corrected answer is highlighted blue. Finally, after scoring and annotating all answer sheets, the user has the option to check the results and send all sheets to students via email. The score feedback algorithm is a separate part of the system. After the scoring process, the user can run the score feedback algorithm separately.

Figure 3.19: The annotation style, where red colour represents wrong answer, blue corrected answer and green correct answer.
3.4 Materials

The methodology requires hardware and software tools.

3.4.1 Hardware tools

As the research deals with optical data, hardware tools are required. First, the answer sheet needs to be printed and photocopied to many copies to be answered by students. Later, the user needs to scan the answers and feed them to the system; hence, the following hardware devices may be needed:

- Printer
- Photocopier
- Optical scanner
- Digital camera.

A printer is used to print the answer sheet. Then, a photocopier is utilised to photocopy the printed answer sheet to many copies as required for the assessment. After finishing the assessment, the answer sheets are transformed into optical data to electronic data via an optical scanner or a digital camera. For the purpose of speed and clarity, an optical scanner is recommended over a digital camera as it is designed to acquire documents. That’s because scanners are designed specially more for acquiring documents. Cameras are not designed to capture photos in general. Nonetheless, a digital camera can be used if answer sheets need to add to the system individually.

Moreover, there is another a professional hardware fits the need of the proposed system, which is a multifunction device (all in one device). A multifunction device is a professional office device that provides a range of functionalities for office use. The multifunction device contains a printer, photocopier, optical scanner, and a fax in one device. There are many models of it in the market. It comes in different sizes, printing and scanning speed, and printing and scanning capacity. The multifunction device that will be used for the proposed method is Aficio MP C5501A in ECU Engineering School. Aficio MP C5501A has many features suit the need of the proposed method. The main feature is that Aficio MP C5501A can copy 55 answer sheets in a minute. Moreover,
it can scan multiple answer sheets once from the document feeder, not like the ordinary scanner where the user has to scan all answer sheets individually [75].

3.4.2 Software tool

The proposed method can be implemented via several software tools and computer languages such as OpenCV, Matlab Image Processing tool, and C++ programming language. However, some of image processing tools and computer languages require high level of programming proficiency. Furthermore, some of the tools and programming languages are not image processing solving problem oriented. One of the best option to implement is Matlab Image Processing Tool for several reasons. Matlab is a software tool fully designed for engineers and scientists who do not have to the professional programming skills to develop their projects. Matlab brings the most and easiest environment to develop algorithms and models. Moreover, it combines a desktop environment with high level programming languages such as C, Java, and Python [76]. More importantly, Matlab software provides an image processing tool to develop document analysis projects. Matlab Image Processing ToolBox offers a variety of set of references for algorithms, functions, and applications for image processing. The tool will be useful and suitable for the proposed method as it can perform image enchantment, segmentation, and registration [67]. Besides MATLAB, Adobe Photoshop CC was utilised to design the answer sheet entirely.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the fourth chapter, various aspects of the proposed system will be discussed. This chapter starts by discussing the stages of the answer sheet design in Section 4.1. Later, Section 4.2 will present the experimental setup. An analysis of software algorithm will be carried out in Section 4.3. Then, the accuracy of the software algorithm will be discussed in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, the speed of the system will be discussed. Results of a case study will be discussed in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7, the deduced limitation of the system will be listed.

4.1 Outcome of Answer Sheet Design

The answer sheet design has been enhanced throughout the system design development stages. The principle of answer sheet designs is set to meet the answer sheet design layout as shown in Figure 3.2. There were two major answer sheet versions were proposed. Both designs are slightly similar to serve the purpose of the use. However, both have differences in the details.

The answer sheet version which is shown in Figure 4.1 was the first answer sheet design. As shown in the figure, the student information utilises student ID matrix as the main input to recognise student information. Moreover, in answer area, the shading boxes is small which adopts underlining instead of shading. Because of the small answer box area design, the answer sheet can handle up to 99 answer items. Furthermore, the answer sheet was design to have only two finder pattern points.

However, after many individual testing, it was figured out that:

- As the answer box is very thin, the thing design made it more difficult to recognise the marked area which affects the marked answer algorithm accuracy negatively. Based on the setup local threshold, some of the strokes lines in the answer area were recognised as marked answers. In addition, if the answers were marked by a light pen colour such as a pensile, some of the marked answers disappear after binarisation and noise reduction process. Therefore, the answer
boxes needed to be optimised to improve the accuracy of the marked answer detection.

- The finder pattern points were designed to be the reference points of the sheet. However, the position the first finder pattern point needed to be reconsidered as it lies under the instruction area which makes it easier to segment answer area, but it makes difficult to segment student information area because the height above the first finder pattern point cannot be determined. Despite the position of the finder patterns, the number of the finder pattern points needs to be reconsidered as well. Two finder pattern points in the left side of the answer sheet are just enough to correct the answer sheet tilt after scanning. In addition, they help to determine the height of the answer sheet. Nevertheless, it was investigated that a third point is required to determine the width as well after reposition the first finder pattern point.

Hence, the answer sheet had to have an overhaul to fix the mentioned issues. The answer sheet version 2.0 is shown in Figure 4.2. As shown in the figure:

- The answer boxes were enlarged to 300% of the last answer box area which helps to improve the accuracy of the marked answer detection after applying the local threshold. Moreover, the answer box area optimisation helped to avoid any confusion with adjacent strokes lines after binarisation and noise reduction process. However, because the answer box areas have been enlarged, the number of the answer items has decrease to 72 instead of 90 items.

- The first finder pattern point was repositioned to cover the student information area. In addition, a third finder pattern was added to resolve the sheet width issue. Moreover, the size of the finder pattern points was adjusted to be slightly bigger which eases the finder pattern points detection as the answer box area was enlarged.

- Lastly, all the answer sheet sections were refined to have a lighter design. This gives the answer sheet better readability, and the reduces the amount of the printing ink as the answer sheet may be printed with a large amount of copies.
Answer Sheet

Unit Code: 
Unit Title: 

Instructions
- To answer each question Shade area under the letter as shown in Example 1.
- If you would like to change your answer, Shade the whole area as shown in Example 2.

How to Answer Example 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How to change Answer Example 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1: Answer sheet version 1.0.
Figure 4.2: Answer sheet version 2.0.
As the research aims to find a novel method to decode student information, the second answer sheet was modified in the student information section to meet the novel student information recognition algorithm. The modified answer sheet is shown in Figure 4.3. The modifications are as follow:

✓ The first name and surname boxes were redesigned to segment each name character. This helps to count the number of characters in student name area as mentioned in Section 3.2.2.

✓ The student ID boxes were redesigned to suite the requirements the novel student information recognition algorithm. In addition, the student ID matrix was dropped and replace student ID instruction.

The modified answer sheet is the final answer sheet design. Based on this answer sheet, the individual experiments and the case study were tested. And the results of all software algorithms will be discussed in the following sub-sections.
Figure 4.3: Answer sheet version 2.1.
4.2 Experimental Setup

To experiment the proposed system, an experimental setup is needed. The experimental setup consists of hardware and software tools. These tools were utilised to experiment the proposed system. The tools functions involve:

- Printing
- Scanning
- processing and storing data.

Printing and scanning functions are related only to the answer sheet. Whereas, the processing and storing functions are related to the software algorithm which are crucial function to run and test the algorithm. For both printing and scanning function, the multifunction device Ricoh Aficio MP C5501A was utilised which can print and scan multiple answer sheets as discussed in Section 3.4. Furthermore, the specifications of the processing and storing tool are:

- Computer model: MacBook Air
- Computer hardware specs: Intel Core i7 2.4 GHz processor with 8GB RAM
- Operating system: MAC OS X Yosemite 10.10
- Programming language: MATLAB R2012a
- Database format: Microsoft Excel 2016.

All the testing results in this chapter were obtained by these tools.
4.3 Software Algorithm Analysis

In this section, the software algorithm will be analysed. A step by step analysis of the algorithm process will be shown of an individual answer sheet. The answer sheet that will be used in this analysis is shown in Figure 4.4. All the experimental setup tools were used for the example.

After printing and filling up the answer sheet, the answer sheet was scanned via Aficio MP C5501A. The scanned image is as shown in Figure 4.4. Then, in MATLAB, the three inputs of the systems which are answer key excel file, student database excel file, and the directory of the answer sheet image have to be provided to run the algorithm script.

After providing the inputs, the algorithm first resizes the answer sheet to 1000 pixel of the longest aspect ratio with 75 pixels per inch. Hence, the image size is 1000X713 pixel. Reducing the size of the answer sheet is important to speed up the processing time. And the reason behind 1000-pixel reduction is that 1000-pixel answer sheet is readable and small enough for fast processing.

After resizing, the answer sheet needs to be clean for finder pattern detection. Finder pattern detection is important to correct image tilt during scanning and map the whole answer sheet. And to do that, the answer sheet need to be enhanced to erode the unwanted noise. Hence, every pixel group in the image (noise) is unwanted at this stage except the finder pattern points. To erode the noise, first, the image is converted to a grayscale. Then a local binarisation threshold is used to end up with a binary image. The result of this step is shown in Figure 4.5. Next, pixel groups need to be filtered to detect the finder pattern points. Pixel group separation can be achieved as the size of the finder pattern points are known which is 21x8 pixels. To have only the finder pattern points only in the binary image, every pixel group size in Figure 4.6 (a) smaller than the finder pattern points is filtered out as shown in Figure 4.6 (a). As it can be seen in the figure, the image contains only the finder pattern points and the logo which is bigger than the finder pattern. Next, the logo needs to be separated. The logo can be separated by filtering out any pixel smaller or equal to the finder pattern points as shown in Figure 4.6 (b). Now by taking the difference between Figure 4.6 (a) and 4.6 (b), the resultant image is an image with the three finder pattern points only as shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.4: The scanned answer sheet.
Figure 4.5: The binarised answer sheet.
Figure 4.6: Pixel group separation, where (a) showed the filtered group pixel smaller than the finder pattern, and (b) shows the separated pixel group bigger than the finder pattern.
Figure 4.7: The filtered image which is the result of the difference between Figure 4.6 (a) and Figure 4.6 (b).
Now after filtering the noise of the image, the remaining pixel groups are the three finder pattern points. This makes it easier to locate the three points. The closest pixel group to the origin of the image coordinate with respect to the X axis is the first finder pattern point. And the furthest pixel group with respect to Y axis is the third point. Now, the remaining pixel group must be the second finder point. The registered centroids of the finder pattern points are shown in Table 4.1. By registering the three points, the point locations can be referred to the original image (Figure 4.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finder Pattern</th>
<th>X value</th>
<th>Y value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point 1</td>
<td>36.557</td>
<td>165.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point 2</td>
<td>41.000</td>
<td>958.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point 3</td>
<td>666.568</td>
<td>959.976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The point locations can be utilised to estimate the image tilt and correct it. By using (3.6). By evaluate the values in the equation, the result is:

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{36.557 - 41}{165.655 - 958.5} \right] = -0.32^\circ.
\]  

As it is evaluated for the equation, the answer sheet is tilted by 0.32 degree anticlockwise. Therefore, the tilt can be corrected by compensating 0.32 degree clockwise which will make the answer sheet straight. After tilt correction, the image is segmented to include only the interest regions only which are student information and answer area. The cropped image is shown in Figure 4.8. From the figure, the image is cropped from the first finder pattern point to the third point. The positions of the interest regions are pre-calculated and can be segmented to be process individually.
Figure 4.8: The cropped answer sheet after finder pattern detection.

Now, the answer sheet is ready to be processed. Hence, the marked answers will be recognised first. Figure 4.9 shows the segmented answer area. To detect the answers, every column of the answer area is segmented and then binarised as shown in Figure 4.10. As every answer box location is pre-calculated, every answer box is checked. If an answer box contains at least 60 pixels, this indicates that the answer box is shaded. If
the answer box is shaded, the detected box is compared with the answer key. Later, based on the answer key, the score is determined for every answer box. Figure 4.11 shows the detected shaded boxes of the first answer area column, where the blue highlighted boxes are the correct answer based on the answer key, and the red highlighted boxes are the detected wrong answers based on the answer key.

Figure 4.9: The segmented answer area.
Figure 4.1: The scored answer column, where the blue highlighted boxes are the correct answer based on the answer key, and the red highlighted boxes are the detected wrong answers based on the answer key.

(a) is the first answer column and (b) is the binarised column.

Figure 4.11: The scored answer column, where the blue highlighted boxes are the correct answer based on the answer key, and the red highlighted boxes are the detected wrong answers based on the answer key.
After obtaining the overall score of the answer area, it is the time to detect the student information. Student information section consists of student ID and name areas. The information that are needed from this section are the student ID and the surname character number. First, student ID area is segmented to be recognised as shown in Figure 4.12 (a). Next, the area is converted into binary image as shown in Figure 4.12 (b). As it is clear in Figure 4.12 (c) that the ID digits have lots of noise, a noise reduction method is used to smooth and thin the digits. This is achieved via taking the skeleton of each digit and removing the small disconnected pixels. The result of the noise reduction is shown in Figure 4.12 (d). Form Figure 4.12, it can be deduced that the thickness of the pen stroke is that matter as long the ID written on the digit segments properly. Next, the segments of every digit are checked with a threshold. If a segment has at least 6 pixels, then is registered as an active segment. After registering all the digit segments, the segments are compared with the active segments table (see Table 1). Then, the active segments are multiplexed into a number based on the active segments table. The final decoded ID is 25106798.

![Figure 4.13: The stages of student ID noise reduction.](image_url)
After decoding the ID, surname character count is checked. This aim is to speed up student information matching by skipping the ones with different surname character count. To count the surname character, first, surname area is cropped as shown in Figure 4.13 (a). Then the image is binarised as shown in Figure 4.13 (b). Every character position is pre-calculated and segmented on the answer sheet. The ID is matched with existing student database. Now basically, every pixel group of surname character is counted. If the pixel count meets the threshold, the algorithm counts up. As it can be seen in the figure that the surname consists of seven characters. Hence, the student who has an ID 25106798 with the only seven surname characters is searched in the database. If the student information is found, the overall test score will be stored with a high confidence flag. If not, the ID will be checked for auto-correction as discussed in Section 3.2.2. Note that in this example student information of this example were matched correctly with a high confidence.

![Surname character processing](image)

**Figure 4.13**: Surname character processing.

The last part for the answer sheet to be processed answer sheet annotation and result feedback. Regarding answer sheet annotation, the location of every detected marked answer is stored. Based on that, the answer sheet is annotated with colouring style as shown in Figure 3.19. Lastly, the annotated answer sheet is sent to the recognised student email from the database.
4.4 Algorithm Accuracy

In this section, the accuracy of the software algorithm will be investigated. First, we will be looking for the maximum rotation angle can the answer sheet be corrected. In addition how robust the finder pattern recognition algorithm is to noise. Furthermore, more examples of student IDs testing will be examined. In addition, several shading style will be investigated which shows how accurate the marked answer recognition algorithm is.

4.4.1 Finder Pattern

As it is shown in Section 4.3, the finder pattern points can be recognised. A successful finder pattern recognition means that the answer sheet is ready to be scored. However, an unsuccessful finder pattern recognition means that the software algorithm cannot proceed processing. Therefore, the factors that limits or affects finder pattern recognition must be examined. The most common factors that negatively affect finder pattern recognition are:

- Tilt during scanning answer sheets
- Distortion exhibited by a scanner
- Noise around finder pattern points.

During scanning, a small degree of rotation must exist as shown in Figure 4.4 which has a 0.32-degree tilt. The finder pattern recognition algorithm is designed to correct the inevitable tilt. Several experiments were conducted to test the maximum tilt degree that can be corrected via the algorithm. It was deduced that the maximum tilt degree can be corrected is 5-degree. Figure 4.14 shows a scanned answer sheet with 5-degree of deliberate tilt. After running the algorithm script, the answer sheet was successfully recognised and corrected. Figure 4.15 shows the answer sheet after rotation correction. As it can be seen from Figure 4.14, the answer sheet can be rotated up to 5 degrees. However, more than 5-degree tilt can obviously crop the finder pattern points. Hence, the algorithm will not be able to identify the points.
Figure 4.14: A scanned answer sheet with 5-degree tilt.
Figure 4.15: The corrected answer sheet by 5-degree in the opposite direction.
As shown in Figure 4.14, the answer sheet is free from distortion in the edges of the answer sheet. However, some cheap scanners exhibit dark spots in the frame. Two of shelf scanners were used to experiment the algorithm robustness to distortion in the edges. The first example is shown in Figure 4.16. The answer sheet in Figure 4.16 is scanned with small dark spots in the right and left margins. The answer sheet has 2.5-degree anticlockwise tilt too. The answer sheet was able to recognise the finder pattern and correct the sheet to the right alignment. The result is shown in Figure 4.17.

A second scanner that exhibits distortion in the margins was tested. The result of the scanning is shown in Figure 4.18. As it can be seen for the figure, the answer sheet is severely distorted in the edge of the image frame. Moreover, the answer sheet was scanned with 3-degree tilt. The algorithm was able to erode the noise and locate the finder pattern points. The result of noise segmentation is shown in Figure 4.19. The figure shows the segmented areas that are bigger than the finder pattern points which are the logo and the dark spots in the margin. Note that the top right noise was eroded after binarisation process. The final result of the image tilt correction is shown in Figure 4.20.

Finally, the same answer sheet was scanned with same scanner but with pen scribbles near the finder pattern to test whether the algorithm will be confused with pen scribbles or not. The scanned answer sheet with pen scribble is shown in Figure 4.21. The result in Figure 4.22 shows that pen scribbles does not affect finder pattern recognition unless the scribbles touch one of the finder pattern points.

In conclusion, finder pattern recognition algorithm is able to recognise the finder pattern with tilt during scanning, distortion exhibited by a cheap scanner, and random pen scribbles near finder pattern points. However, the algorithm can correct the tilt up to 5-degree in both directions clockwise or anticlockwise. The algorithm can handle scanner distortion and no matter the size of the dark spots unless the distortion do not cover the finder pattern points. Lastly, pen scribbles do not limit the algorithm to recognise the finder pattern points if the scribbles do not cross the finder pattern points.
Figure 4.16: A scanned answer sheet by an off shelf scanner with 2.5-degree tilt.
Figure 4.17: The corrected answer sheet.
Figure 18: A Scanned answer sheet with severe distortion in frame edge with 3-degree tilt.
Figure 4.19: The segmented noise that is bigger than the finder pattern point.
Figure 4.20: answer sheet tilt correction of 3-degree tilt and severe margin distortion.
Figure 4.21: A scanned answer sheet with pen scribbles.
Figure 4.22: Corrected answer sheet tilt with pen scribbles near finder pattern area.
4.4.2 Student ID Recognition

Recognising student ID is the most importing part after finder pattern recognition in software algorithm. Because in this research we put more emphasis on the novel student ID recognition, the results of the novel student ID recognition method are important to study. The experimenting method was done in two parts. This first one is that every number was tested with different styles individually. This aims to study every number and the possible ways to decode it. Then, collective numbers of student IDs were tested.

The student ID recognition algorithm was tested with various styles. The algorithm proved to be accurate after testing over 100 numbers individually. To show a result, numbers from zero to nine were experimented as shown in Figure 4.2. Every number was written eight times with different styles. Under the handwritten numbers are the recognized numbers. Furthermore, number nine and six can be written in two different style as shown in Figure 4.2. Number one can be recognized correctly even if it is written in any side of the segment. This is because with number one, the width of the character is checked first, if the width size is less than the segment size, the number is recognized as one. As shown in Figure 4.2, if the numbers are written on the proper segments, the proposed algorithm will decode the number correctly with a 100% accuracy rate.

Many random student IDs were tested to evaluate student ID recognition accuracy. Figure 4.24 shows some examples of the recognised IDs. As shown in the figure, the thickness of the pen is not important as long the pen stroke on the right segments. Furthermore, the algorithm was test if it can recognise a student ID with noise in between the active segments as shown in Figure 4.25. The algorithm was successfully able to decode the ID. This is because that the algorithm checks only the active segments and ignores any pixel outside the segments. However, the algorithm was able to recognise an ID was written slightly outside the active segments which is shown in Figure 4.26. As shown in the figure, number 2, 4, and 5 were written slightly above the grid. Hence, these number were not recognised. In addition, an encoded ID with handwritten style was tried out which is shown in Figure 4.27. The algorithm was not able to recognise the numbers.
In conclusion, the student ID recognition algorithm is able to decode student IDs with different pen thickness as long the numbers are written in the grid properly. Furthermore, the algorithm proved to be robust to noise around the active segments. However, the algorithm is capable to decode any number written with handwritten style or outside the grid. All the numbers have to be written as the style of the grid to allow the algorithm to recognise the active segments.

![Character recognition test of the ten numbers.](image)

Figure 4.23: Character recognition test of the ten numbers.

![Some examples of the tested IDs.](image)

Figure 4.24: Some examples of the tested IDs.
4.4.3 Marked Answer Box
The testing of the marked answer detection consists of two parts. First, the answer area was experimented with different shading styles and intensities. Then, the robustness of the marked answer recognition was tested with noise in the answer area.

As the marked answer recognition algorithm was implemented based on the four possible cases for each answer item: no entry, single entry, multiple entries, and single entry with changing answer attempt as shown in Figure 3.17, the four cases were tested. Over thousand marked answer with same style as shown in Figure 3.17 were detected with 100% success rate. Figure 2.49 shows two examples of marked answer recognition testing. As shown in Figure 4.29 (a), Q1 has no entry, hence no mark was detected. Furthermore, Q2 and Q6 have a single entry and it can be seen that the marks are highlighted with a red rectangle. Q3 and Q5 show a single entry with changing answer attempts. The marked answers are ignored because change answer areas are shaded and the marked area without changing answer attempt is registered. Moreover, the algorithm is able to recognize if there are multiple entries as shown in Q4, hence both marks are not scored. Figure 2.49 (b) shows another samples of marked answer
recognition. It can be seen in Q6 that any style can be recognized as long as the shape covers at least 40% of the answer box which is the recognition threshold.

However, all the samples that are shown in Figure 4.28 were tested with similar pen intensities. After several testing, it can be deduced that the algorithm can recognise ink pen robustly. In addition, the algorithm proved that it is robust as well with light pencil intensity. An example of light pencil shading is shown in Figure 4.29. Furthermore, more tests were carried out on the answer area under noise. The most common noise that the answer area that may encounter is some pen scribbles while shading the answer boxes. Figure 4.30 (a) shows an example of pen scribbles inside the answer area. It can be seen that the algorithm was able to score the marked answer boxes did not have an issue with the scribbles.

In conclusion, the marked answer algorithm is able to detect and process the answer boxes. Moreover, the algorithm is able to recognise the four possible cases such as no entry or multiple entries etc. Furthermore, the algorithm can detect different shading styles if only they cover at 40% of the answer box. In addition, the algorithm proved that it is robust with different pen intensities such as ink pen or light pencil intensity. Finally, the algorithm is tolerant with pen scribbles in the answer area.

![Figure 4.28: An example of marked answer recognition testing.](image)
Figure 4.29: An example of light pencil shading detection, (a) is the actual answer area, and (b) is the answer area after detection.

Figure 4.30: An example of marked answer detection with pen scribbles in the answer area, (a) is the actual answer area, and (b) is the answer area after detection.
4.5 Algorithm Speed

As it is aimed to implement an accurate scoring algorithm, the algorithm processing time is important as well to investigate.

A group of answer sheets were processed automatically in an aim to calculate the processing time. The tool was used to calculate the processing time is Profiler which is a built-in function in MATLAB. The Profiler function offers the able to calculate the overall processing time and the time of each script command. Therefore, the overall processing time will be discussed and quickest and the slowest in time of the algorithm script will be analysed. Furthermore, a comparison between the algorithm speed and one of the scoring machines will be covered.

The processing time of scoring 100 answer sheets is 125 seconds. This is equivalent to 1.25 seconds per answer sheet. This time includes scoring an answer sheet without annotation. The processing time of scoring and annotating of 100 answer sheets is 227 seconds which is equivalent to 2.27 seconds per answer sheet. This is the time from reading the image from the hard drive to saving the annotated sheet. The processing time of an annotated sheet is longer than the processing time without annotation. This is because after annotating the sheets, every annotated will be saved in the storage directory. Saving an annotated sheet takes almost 1 second which explain why the processing time is longer than the time without annotation. The two commands that take most of the algorithm time are reading the answer sheets from the storage directory and saving them according to the Profiler. Figure 4.3 illustrates the time of the algorithm parts. From the figure, the processing of finder pattern recognition takes the longest part of algorithm in time. Furthermore, the shortest part of the algorithm to process is student information recognition Note that the processing time may vary based on the computer RAM size and processor speed.

The processing time of the system is much better than manual marking. It takes almost 7 minutes to score the same proposed answer sheet and allocate the score for each student on a spreadsheet. The average processing time of a fast optical mark machine to score an answer sheet is almost 1.4 seconds [77]. For example, if we compare Scantron OpScan 8 which costs around US$11335 and is one of the most popular scoring machine, the proposed system is faster and much cheaper. Table 3
shows the comparison between manual scoring, Scantron OpScan 8, and the proposed system.

Figure 4.31: Processing time of the algorithm parts.

Table 3: Scoring Methods comparison in time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual Scoring</th>
<th>OpScan8</th>
<th>Proposed System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 Minutes</td>
<td>1.39 seconds</td>
<td>1.25 second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Processing Time
4.6 Case Study

After obtaining the research ethic approval for the Research Ethic Office at Edith Cowan University, the proposed system was conducted in a multiple-choice class test. The total number of the case study participants is 183 students. All participants had to use the proposed answer sheet to answer the test questions. The aim of the case study is to understand student response to answer sheet design and examine the robustness of the proposed scoring algorithm. Hence, the finder patterns, marked answers, and student information recognition algorithms were the main results to analyse. Note that students were not given additional instructions on how to fill out the answer sheet. The only given instructions were on the answer sheet.

After finishing the test, the 183 answer sheets were scanned via Ricoh MP C5501A. Then, after providing the answer key and the class list (database), the algorithm processed all the answer sheets and generated the Excel sheet in almost 90 seconds.

In all the answer sheets, the algorithm was able to recognise the finder pattern and scored 100% success rate in finder pattern recognition. Moreover, the success rate for marked answer recognition was 98.9%. This is because two participants used pencil and erased their answers but not properly as shown in Figure 4.32. Hence, the algorithm picked up some multiple entries as the algorithm is very accurate with light pencil intensities.

![Figure 4.32](image.png)

Figure 4.32: Two marks were not recognised due to shading intensity issues.

In addition, 160 student information out 183 were recognised correctly and matched with the class list. The reason that the 23 student information were not recognised is because their IDs were either written outside the segment grids or written in handwritten style. Figure 4.33 shows some examples of the unrecognised student IDs.
As it can be seen in Figure 4.33 (a) and (c), the IDs were written in a hand written style. Where in Figure 4.33 (b), the ID was written in the correct style, but two digits were crossed which led to unsuccessful ID decoding. Furthermore in Figure 4.33 (d), the ID was written and then with pen scribble which stopped the algorithm to recognise any digit.

Furthermore, 137 student IDs were matched with high confidence. 23 student IDs were matched with low confidence, which means that the auto-correction algorithm were able to this mis-decoded digits and correct them based on the student IDs list. Overall, the succes rate of the student information recognition was 90.9%.

Figure 4.34 demonstrates an example of a fully recognised answer sheet. The figure is annotated to show the decoded student ID, total score, and recognised marked answers by the scoring system. As shown in the figure, the recognised ID is annotated by the algorithm below the student ID area. Furthermore, the marked answers are annotated with different colours (red, blue, and green), where the red mark denotes a wrong answer based on the answer key, the blue mark is the corrected answer, and the green mark is the correct answer. Moreover, the total mark is shown in the top right of the answer sheet.

In order to check the credibility of the algorithm results, all the answer sheets were scored manually first. After processing the sheets via the algorithm, the scores and student information were compared with the manually scored answer sheets. The overall result of the case study is illustrated in Figure 4.35.

![Figure 4.33: some of the unrecognised students IDs.](image-url)
Figure 4.34: An example of a fully recognised answer sheet.
4.7 Results Summary

The summary of the implemented system results can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4: Results summary of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finder pattern recognition rate</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark recognition rate</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing answer recognition rate</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student information recognition without auto correction rate</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student information recognition with auto correction rate</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Robustness</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can recognise answer sheet with different orientations (vertical/horizontal)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rotation degree answer sheet can be recognised</td>
<td>±3°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can recognise answer sheet with distortion in the edges</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can recognise answer sheet with distortion around finder pattern</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can recognise answer sheet with distortion around answer area</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can recognise multiple answer correction</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can recognise multiple answer entries</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can recognise handwritten ID naturally</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Speed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing per answer sheet without annotation</th>
<th>1.25s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processing per answer sheet with annotation</td>
<td>1.8s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.8 Limitations

After conducting the individual experiments on the proposed system and the case study, the deduced limitations of the systems are as follow:

1. The algorithm can correct the scanning tilt of 5-degree maximum. More than 5-degree, the algorithm will not be able to recognise the finder pattern points. Moreover, the algorithm cannot recognise the finder pattern if the three points or one of them is distorted.

2. The algorithm cannot decode student IDs that are written with handwritten style. To ensure that the student information is recognised correctly, most importantly, the student ID has to be written as mentioned on the answer sheet instructions. The algorithm may be able to correct one or two of the ID digits, but decoding an ID without following the instructions may lead recognition with low confidence or no recognition at all.

3. The algorithm can detect marked answer with different colours and intensities. However, the algorithm may get confused with erased answer if the answer were not erased properly. Furthermore, the algorithm is able to detect any style of shading in the answer box. However, the shading area has to cover at least 40% of the answer box area.
4. All the scanned answer sheets have to be converted into JPEG image format to process them. The algorithm will not be able to process PDF files. Student database and answer key files have to be provided with Microsoft Excel format.

5. In order to utilise the automated scoring system, the designed answer sheet has to be used otherwise the algorithm will not be able to execute.

Overall, after obtaining and analysing the results of the proposed system, it can be claimed that the algorithm is fast with 1.25 seconds per sheet, reasonably accurate to overcome noise, and recognise student information and marked answer.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

5.1 Conclusion

In this research, an extensive literature review on assessment and automated multiple-choice scoring systems and explore the state of the art were reviewed. Furthermore, the design of a user friendly answer sheet were implemented. In addition to answer sheet design, an automated image processing-based scoring system were implemented and discussed. Moreover, the testing and robustness evaluation of the proposed system were carried out.

As marking multiple-choice test papers takes long time and the process of marking hundreds of test papers is not free of mistakes. Furthermore, the traditional marking method requires more human resources if there are many test papers to mark in a limited time, which is more expensive. The proposed system in this research is a fast and cost effective technique for automatic optical mark recognition.

The proposed system utilises image processing algorithms to decode student information and multiple-choice marks automatically. In addition, as part of the research contribution, the proposed system provides students their test papers with annotation via their emails. Moreover, not like the ordinary automated multiple-choice test scoring system, the proposed method allows students for multiple corrections to the answer sheet.

After experimenting the system, the system results indicates that the system meets the research objectives. Speed wise, the system scoring speed is 1.25 seconds and 2.25 seconds with annotation. The system speed has proved to be faster than one of the most common scoring machines as discussed in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the system was tested against distortions. The software algorithm proved to be robust to detect the finder pattern points when noise exists in the answer sheet margin and pen scribbles around the finder pattern area. In addition, the algorithm is able to correct scanning tilt up to 5-degree rotation. In addition, the novel student ID recognition algorithm was experimented to verify its robustness. The algorithm has 100% success rate when the individual testing was conducted. Furthermore, the marked answer
algorithm was experimented to test the four possible cases (no entry, single entry, multiple entries, and single entry with changing answer attempt). The algorithm was able to recognise all the four cases. Also, the algorithm is capable to recognise different shading styles as long the shading area covers at least 40% of the answer box. A case study was conducted in a real test situation to retrieve more result about the system. The outcomes of the case study are that the succession rate of finder pattern recognition was 100%, the succession rate of marked answer recognition was 97.7%%, and the succession rate of student information recognition was 90.2%.

However, there are several system limitations. In order to utilise the automated scoring system, the designed answer sheet has to be used otherwise the algorithm will not be able to execute. Moreover, all the scanned answer sheets have to be converted into JPEG image format to process them. The algorithm will not be able to process PDF files. Student database and answer key files have to be provided with Microsoft Excel format. Furthermore, noise like pen scribbles on the finder pattern points will stop the algorithm to register the answer sheet which means that the execution of scoring will not be achieved.

5.2 Future Work

There are many aspects of the proposed system to improve such as implementing a handwritten optical character recognition to decode student IDs and names from the answer sheet. However, one of the main future work of the research is to design an unstructured answer sheet recognition. The proposed software algorithm is structured to recognise the designed answer sheet. Without the designed answer sheet, the proposed system cannot be utilised. Therefore, designing unstructured algorithm that recognises any answer sheet design will have a significant reduction on usability restriction. Furthermore, one of the future work in this research area is to design an online scoring system opposing to the proposed system which is an offline system. Providing the same proposed system but online will also reduce the restriction on the assessor to perform scoring anywhere.
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